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INTRODUCTION
THE PROJECT
The EU is currently facing a paradox: while youth employment rate stands at 16.1%,
there are around 2 million unfilled vacancies across Europe. Employers stated that when
recruiting young people, they look first and foremost for the right attitude and aptitude
to enable young people to be effective in the workplace. In particular, 5 key
competences are foreseen:
•
•
•
•
•

Communication/Networking with employer.
Adaptability / flexibility.
Creative thinking.
Problem Solving.
Teamwork.

In order to overcome this skills mismatch, better VET provision is needed to include
those soft skills and better prepare the youth entrance on the labour market. That is
why the main objective of STRATAGAME is to provide VET teachers with specific tools
enabling them to include soft skills teaching in their professional activity.
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THE INTELLECTUAL OUTPUT
The aim of this product is to build a common, systematic approach of initial and further
Continuing Professional Development (CDP) for VET by equipping VET teachers with
digital guides on didactic methods for incorporating the diagnostic test and the online
game on soft skills within wider classroom activities.
The digital guides, available in a selection of languages, focus on didactic methods for
incorporating the diagnostic test and the online game on soft skills within wider
classroom activities with the aim of:
•
•
•
•
•

stimulating collaborative undertakings among students
empowering students to engage in problem solving and creativity activities
engaging students in debates, negotiation and conflict resolution scenarios
empowering students to participate in role plays and acting exercises
engaging students in team building activities

The expected impact is focused on the VET teachers. These guidelines aim to allow them
to better put into practice the proposed training contents in a classroom environment.
The methods proposed will focus on interactivity, in order to bring experiential training
method inside the classroom, fostering a better involvement of youth VET learners and
motivating them in the learning process. Thus, these guidelines are seen as a supporting
tool for the trainers in their teaching practice.
As in the case of the previous products developed in STRATAGAME, partners expect to
create a transferable material, the electronic guide should serve as a model for the
production of future new guides on new additional competences, corresponding to an
expanded game building, with new competences and thus new rooms for learning.
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LEARNING JOURNEY
The learning journey of STRATAGAME is based on the delivery training of five key
competences to students, through the use of a combined training method based on
serious game training and traditional training. Said competences are:
Communication/Networking with employer.
Adaptability / flexibility.
Creative thinking.
Problem Solving.
Teamwork.
In this sense, the project has created two lines of training. On the one hand, the
following guidelines, together with the booklet including class activities, are a mean to
facilitate the training of students about said competences in a classroom environment.
On the other hand, the consortium has created an online, serious game that enables the
students to play and learn about each competence in an environment that promotes
their interest and aims at being attractive to the targeted audiences, while assuring to
deliver the educational content required to learn about the five competences.
All activities produced by the STRATAGAME consortium have been proposed following
a level that is applicable to VET education. A brief explanation of the ECVET system and
the definition of knowledge, skills and competences have been included in the
guidelines, as useful material for trainers.
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The European credit system for vocational education and training (ECVET system) is an
instrument created by the European Union to facilitate the creation of flexible learning
pathways that promote the transfer, recognition and accumulation of learning
outcomes around the EU, as well as to promote transnational mobility.
The ECVET system was adopted on 2009, and each Member State has adapted the
necessary conditions to apply it in their own systems of VET qualifications. Through
ECVET, it is possible for learners to accumulate, transfer and use the learning units all
over the EU, offering a framework that makes the learners mobile and facilitates the
movement both at a transnational level, but also between formal, non-formal and
informal learning contexts.1

Definition of knowledge, skills and competences targeted in an EU common framework
KNOWLEDGE
The definition of knowledge accepted in the European Commission is the one included
in the European Qualifications Framework (EQF). According to this, "knowledge means
the outcome of the assimilation of information through learning. Knowledge is the body
of facts, principles, theories and practices that is related to a field of work or study."2
SKILLS
As in the case of knowledge, the accepted definition of skills is the one included in the
European Qualifications Framework (EQF). According to this "skill means the ability to
apply knowledge and use know-how to complete tasks and solve problems". They can
be described as cognitive (involving the use of logical, intuitive and creative thinking) or
practical (involving manual dexterity and the use of methods, materials, tools and
instruments).3
COMPETENCES
According to the European Reference Framework, competences are defined as a
“combination of knowledge, skills and attitudes appropriate to the context. Key
competences are those which all individuals need for personal fulfilment and
development, active citizenship, social inclusion and employment”.4
The Reference Framework sets out eight key competences:
1. Communication in the mother tongue;
2. Communication in foreign languages;
3. Mathematical competence and basic
1

European credit system for vocational education and training (ECVET)
ESCOpedia.
3 ESCOpedia.
4 KEY COMPETENCES FOR LIFELONG LEARNING - European Reference Framework.
2
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4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Digital competence;
Learning to learn;
Social and civic competences;
Sense of initiative and entrepreneurship;
Cultural awareness and expression.

It is interesting when talking about skills, being able to differentiate them from
competences (defined in the following point). While skills are related to using a method
or instrument for a particular setting, related to a particular, defined task, a competence
is broader and shows the ability to face a new situation or challenge, and being able to
apply the knowledge and skills in an independent way that deviates for the one
traditionally used, in order to solve the issue.

Competence
Skill
Knowledge
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THEORY
The following section of the guidelines contains all theoretical content necessary to
carry out the scenarios of the STRATAGAME project, either the ones included in the
STRATAGAME game, and the ones included in the Classroom Scenario portfolio.
Each of the competences analysed through the project has been divided in this
theoretical section into the same areas that are worked in the scenarios, to facilitate the
comprehension of the content.

Adaptability is the nature of changing or creating modifications in oneself to fit a new
environment. In the case of a work culture, this means that a person must be open to
new ideas or changes, must be able to work independently or in teams, or perform tasks
that are not intended for just one person.
Employers are increasingly shifting from single roles to role rotation and flexible job
descriptions. It is a desirable skill as it indicates that an employee can adapt to changing
customer needs, technological trends.
It is also related to career advancement as a person becomes more equipped. An
adaptable person is a person who can multi-task, manage multiple tasks, prioritize and
make changes in approach to connect with a new culture.
Functioning or acting in the world in
any given situation or circumstance
requires an individual to have a basic
ability to adapt. Consequently, the
importance of adaptability grows as
more possibilities exist. Flexibility in
the workplace allows you to assess
what is happening and adapt to your
role and responsibilities, and even to
the job offered.
The flexibility of the employer and employee is very important as this creates a
streamlined workforce and an adopted technology due to changes in the market.
THE ABILITY TO LISTEN
The ability to listen is extremely important in every domain of life, since it is the key to
successful communication, and human life is all about communicating. Listening may
be considered the most important of all communication skills and it is the only one that
is not formally taught, unfortunately.
The ability to listen allows, among others:
•

To accurately receive and interpret utterances,

"The European Commission's support for the production of this publication does not
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

To enhance communication skills,
To avoid misunderstandings and resolve issues,
To establish and maintain positive human relationships,
To show maturity and respect,
To achieve personal development,
To improve our self-esteem and confidence,
To achieve professional development.

Research shows that approximately 70% of our time is dedicated to communication, the
majority of which is dedicated to listening.
THE ABILITY TO WORK UNDER PRESSURE
The ability to work under pressure is of dire importance in the contemporary world. In
the globalized era, the pace of life is so quick and demanding that without the skills of
working under pressure we are bound to fail, both in personal and professional life.
Pressure can be variously understood, from time and resource constraints, through
insufficient knowledge to achieve our goals, to unforeseen problems, events. The
complexity of the modern world calls for a complex definition and manifestation of
working under pressure.
Regardless, it goes without saying that the ability to work under pressure is one of the
most important skills all of us have to work on, since as various statistics indicate, the
feeling of being stressed/anxious/under pressure, to various degrees, is a common thing
for the vast majority of the contemporary society.

Graphics source: https://www.jlt.com/eb/media-centre/press-releases/mental-health-awareness-day-surveyoctober-2017
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THE ABILITY TO ADJUST TO NEW SITUATIONS
Adjusting to new situations and change is an indispensable skill in the contemporary
world, which is extremely complex and dynamic. With the pace of life constantly
speeding up, we keep facing more and more new and often unexpected situations and
opportunities, some of which can completely change our lives and benefit us.
Adjusting to change can be a difficult task. More often than not, we find it difficult to
leave our comfort zone, be it in professional or personal life. Here are just a number of
reasons for which the skill of adjusting to new situations and change is desirable and
necessary in the 21st century:
•
•
•
•
•

Personal and professional growth and development,
Flexibility and improvements in every domain of life,
Reinforcing life values,
Opportunities and new beginnings,
Personal and professional satisfaction.

THE ABILITY TO COMUNICATE
Communicating is one of the most basic aspects of the social life, both in the personal
and professional context; and effective communication is undoubtedly the most
important life skill we possess.
Why do we communicate? We communicate to, for example:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Send and receive messages,
Share information and meanings,
Comment,
Ask questions,
Express wants and needs,
Develop social relationships.

The word “communication” itself comes from the Latin root word meaning “to make
common”. Following this line of thought, communicating is all about making common
our understanding and knowledge; it is all about sharing commonality, which sounds
easy enough. However, the skill of being able to communicate effectively is difficult to
master, especially in the contemporary world where there are countless of diverse
means and platforms of communication. In the dynamic world, more and more
dominated by the digital domain and technology, the skill of communicating is as
important as ever, if not more.
The communication process itself is quite complex and multifaceted. A simplified model
of the process is presented below. The communication process includes the message
that is being send by the sender; and the message that the recipient receives. In ideal
communication, the message decoded by the recipient is identical to the messaged
encoded by the sender. This is what effective communication strives to achieve and why
enhancing our ability to communicate is so difficult, yet important.
"The European Commission's support for the production of this publication does not
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Graphics source: https://cdn.britannica.com/35/93835-036-8A32DC08.gif

EFFECTIVE PROBLEM SOLVING
Don't count on life without problems. Problems are a permanent fixture in life. Life is a
series of problems, difficulties and obstacles to overcome. Knowing how to solve
problems is crucial in order to cope better in life and be successful. Problems and crises
practically never end. You cannot avoid problems, but you have an influence on how
you react to problems and how you deal with them.
What distinguishes successful people is that they are solution-oriented. They can
adequately respond to a problem and solve it in an effective and efficient manner.
People without success cannot do that. Successful people show self-control even in a
crisis, they try to see the positive sides of the situation, they are able to learn from
problems and, above all, focus on solving the problem. They do not waste time and
energy unnecessarily making excuses, complaining and looking for guilty parties. They
take the initiative and have the courage to take responsibility for dealing with the
problem.
You can learn how to effectively and efficiently solve problems. Problem solving requires
a systematic and structured approach. By using the appropriate method of solving
problems, you can deal with virtually any challenge in your professional or personal life.
How to effectively solve problems? There are five steps you can take to solve virtually
any problem.
•

Define the problem clearly and precisely

"The European Commission's support for the production of this publication does not
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•
•
•
•

Determine possible causes of the problem
Suggest solutions to the problem
Determine the results and choose the best solution
Define the date and scope of responsibility

A systematic approach to problem solving is the basis of success. Practice this 5-step
method of dealing with problems until it becomes a good habit. You will be surprised
how your effectiveness will increase and how much better the results of your actions
will be.

The ability to solve problems has many advantages. The basic one is the ability to solve
bigger and more important problems. People who know how to solve problems are
appreciated, sought after in the labour market and well rewarded for their skills. Career
development and success largely depend on your ability to solve problems.
Also, when you learn to deal with problems and solve them effectively, your self-esteem
will also increase. Your self-confidence will grow with each new problem solved. Your
confidence in your own strength and ability to cope with challenges will increase. So you
can solve even more serious problems and get even more meaningful results.
Remember your problem-solving ability determines to a large extent what you achieve!
BALANCING WORK WITH FAMILY
Work-life balance (WLB) is defined most often as the degree to which a person is
simultaneously committed and satisfied professional and non-professional life. There
are three components of the relationship work - life: time (dedicated to duties at work
and outside of it), commitment (in work and life outside it) and - satisfaction (from work
and life outside of it). By term "Life" should be understood in the context of WLB as an
area encompassing such spheres as: life family (caring for children and other
dependents), social life (e.g. maintaining relationships with other people), hobbies,
recreation, etc.

There can be many reasons for the imbalance: bad time organization - both at work and
activities outside the workplace, lack of workplace solutions, single parenting and no
help in running a household, the shortage of institutional childcare, as well as older
family members etc. Too high requirements, lack of control and support, and also a lack
of flexibility in the organization working time lead to stress and the associated negative
health effects, primarily for employees, but also for their families.

If the roles resulting from professional duties cannot be reconciled, and conflicts
between work and family. The conflict between work and family can be defined as a
source of stress resulting from from incompatible requirements related to functioning
at work and in the family exerted in both environments. The conflict is exacerbated
"The European Commission's support for the production of this publication does not
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primarily by: long working hours, time pressure and work organization not making it
easier to reconcile professional and family roles. It can affect various aspects of human
functioning, including: physical and mental health (well-being), quality of life,
satisfaction with life and work, motivation to work, taking care of health (especially
taking up physical activity), more frequent undertaking risky behaviors (e.g. excessive
alcohol consumption), efficiency (especially at work), and can also cause depression and
burnout.
ADAPTABILITY
Flexible activities in the workplace allow for better communication with colleagues and
the head. They make you open to new ideas and activities. They allow easier acquisition
of knowledge and implementation of new solutions.

THE ELEMENTS OF COMMUNICATION
Communication is the transmission of a coded message from the transmitter through
a communication channel to a receiver that decodes the message and gives a response
in its encrypted order, so the transmitter becomes a receiver. The communication
elements are the message, the communication channel, the communication medium,
the cultural identity. For good communication, it is always important to wait for the
interlocutor's response to the message transmitted by us. This mode of communication
allows us to understand to what extent the one we are communicating has understood
what we tried to communicate to them, and if we notice that our message was not fully
understood, we will eventually send them the same message under one in another form,
this time wait for the answer, too.

"The European Commission's support for the production of this publication does not
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THE LEVELS AT WHICH THE COMMUNICATION TAKES PLACE
Any person can be regarded as having multiple levels in which he "gathers„ information
about himself and the world around him: open level, hidden level, blind level, unknown
level.
The open area is the one whose content we are aware of and which we are willing to
reveal to others: memories, common knowledge.
The hidden area is the one whose content we are aware of, but which we deliberately
do not want to reveal to others: feelings, reactions, impulses that we regard as
antisocial, events in which we acted otherwise than according to our own standards, or
with those of the group.
The Blind Zone is the one whose content we are not aware of, but which is part of us
and others can see it, only we are "blind": feelings and traits that we do not recognize
as ours.
The unknown area is the one whose contains data that neither we nor the others are
aware of: strongly repressed feelings, tendencies and impulses, potentially completely
unknown talents, characteristic reactions that only occur in critical, special situations,
"outfits" or ”shades” that we not aware of or talents that we did not suspect.
It is very easy for us to talk when we have had similar experiences with those we
communicate with. For this reason, sometimes we feel freer to say certain things, other
times we have the impression that it is better to just keep for ourselves certain things
we know about ourselves, without wishing to share them with others. And sometimes
our simple behaviour leaves the heavens to understand what we do not say in words.
TYPES OF COMMUNICATION
Depending on the level of communication that each of the interlocutors is, by combining
these levels, we have four types of communication.
Open communication - when communication takes place between the open areas of the
interlocutors. This communication is optimal and effective.
Unintentional communication - is the communication between the open area of one of
the interlocutors and the blind area of the other, so the message we receive about a
person is without the intention of communication. The information reveals a part of the
personality of the interlocutor; on the other hand, information can be used through
feedback, for example: for behaviour change, guidance and counselling.
Intentional communication - is the communication from the hidden area of one of the
interlocutors to the open area of the other, and this communication is reciprocal. It is
found when we deliberately reveal something about us that we usually hide. At this level
there is the process of self-exposure and demand and feedback, very important
processes for the formation and development of healthy and productive communication
relationships.
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Unknown communication or communication through " contagion” - is a communication
between the unknown areas of each of the interlocutors and is called " contagion"
because it communicates at the emotional level. A person influences the feelings or
behaviour of the other person without one being aware of it or intentionally doing it.
In our group of friends, or even when we make new friends, when we notice that others
have gone through experiences similar to ours, we feel much better and we connect
open communication. Thus, it is much easier for us to tell about us and events that we
have never told, precisely because we feel fully understood by this team.
ELEMENTS THAT CANCEL COMMUNICATION
In order to have effective communication, it is necessary to respect your interlocutors
as your equal, to respect your right to opinion, respect and appreciate your decisions,
and you will not undermine or sabotage them and respect your values and experience.
Among the elements that can interrupt a communication could be found the following
elements: order, use of power over another,
appreciation for the purpose of manipulation, giving
orders without explanations, the non-constructive
critique or the deliberate change of the subject.
Regardless of whether we are in the work team or a
group of friends, we do not feel free to express our
opinions if they are frequently criticized or not taken
into consideration. The more we feel marginalized if
our opinions are misunderstood and even used
against us easily.
WAYS OF COMMUNICATION: LANGUAGE
It is generally known that we retain about 7% of verbal language spoken, 38% of paraverbal language given by intonation and voice inflection, and about 55% of non-verbal
languages given by body posture, gesture, face expression, in other words
metacommunication. It is known that: our body does not lie, for this reason, we can
closely follow the bodily traits and gestures of those with whom we communicate and,
in this way, we can better understand if what is transmitted to us is consistent with what
our interlocutor thinks.
COMMUNICATE IN A CREATIVE RELATIONSHIP
In order to succeed in having a creative and effective relationship in our lives, it is
necessary to communicate at a certain level with our interlocutors. So, it is necessary to
know how to ask, feelings that they are expressed freely in our demand, as the others
are free to give answers, making the difference between wanting and asking, in a mature
way. It is important to know how to offer, to put us in service to other without any
further expectation, unconditionally, otherwise it is just an exchange. Let us know how
to receive, let our gratifications to come, accept the refusals or the affairs of the others,
our fears of being eventually disqualified, or our needs to be recognized. Let us have the
ability to refuse, to say no, to pose yourself differently, accepting this difference to each
"The European Commission's support for the production of this publication does not
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other, in his or her freedom to be. We can do this in the affirmative way by telling
ourselves: I am able to define myself, give up the approval of the other person, or by
refusing to not feel frustrated that I punish the other.
COLOR IN COMMUNICATION
Colours in communication play an essential role both in the message that we send and,
in the emotion, determined into the interlocutor. Always take into account the
participants in the discussion / meeting, their country of origin, their traditions and their
culture. Also, in a graphic communication, we have to take into the account what we
want to emphasize through our presentation, the message we want to send. Especially
in meetings with foreign business partners or with my friends from abroad, I take into
account their cultural habits through the way I dress and the colours they use when
meeting with them.

When we talk about “Creative Thinking” we refer to the ability to create something new,
the result of a process of structuring information related to the social and cultural
context in which the individual is inserted.
Creative thinking can be defined as a mental activity which, voluntarily or involuntarily,
reorganizes events and produces results which, in turn, generate positive or negative
reactions in the environment in which this activity is carried out. If we analyse, in fact,
the etymology of the word create, we can observe that the Sanskrit root kar- means to
do: Kar-tr is the creator, that is "he who does it out of nothing”.
Creative thinking is innate in the human being, as opposed to logical, linear thinking,
structured on cause - effect. The psychologist Edward de Bono contrasts lateral thinking
with vertical thinking, intended as a method for investigating the apparently hidden
connections of the mind. Another scholar who spoke of creative thinking is Guildford
(1967) who introduced the term "divergent thinking", understood as the ability to
produce a range of possible solutions to a problem that does not provide for a single
correct answer.
Guildford identified the aspects that
distinguish this form of thinking:
fluidity,
flexibility,
originality,
elaboration,
evaluation.
This
competence allows you to break the
usual patterns of thought, analysing a
problem from several points of view
and seeking resolutions through
unusual associations, without seeking a
single direct solution to the problem.
The mathematician Poincaré wrote:
"Creativity is to combine existing
elements with new connections that
"The European Commission's support for the production of this publication does not
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are useful"; thus, introduced the criteria again and useful.
Wallas, taking inspiration from Poincaré, identified the 4 phases of the process:
•
•
•

•

preparation: collection and selection of relevant information, problem analysis,
exploration of possible solutions.
incubation: mental processing of the material available, looking for an order
that can build a new sense.
illumination or insight: A new idea emerges in the conscious part of the mind.
The intuition occurs suddenly, but only thanks to the previous phase. Henri
Poincaré says he solved a complex mathematical problem while getting on a
bus and was not thinking about it.
verifications: a new idea, a solution, an intuition must be tested and verified
before being formalized.

In conclusion, this form of thought allows us to break the patterns and models of
reference (even if these are also taken into consideration), to introduce something new;
it makes us perceive the world in different ways and discover new hidden patterns to
create connections between apparently unrelated phenomena and generate solutions.
FANTASY
Fantasy is a faculty of the human mind that allows you to create and view images, or to
freely rework and reproduce the data provided by your experiences.
Fantasy is a subcompetence of the "Creative Thinking" skill. It is often difficult to
distinguish between fantasy and creativity. These terms, however, indicate different
mental processes.
Creative thinking has a more complex structure than fantasy, since it consists of a
combination of logical-rational, intuitive, imaginative thinking, which can produce a vast
repertoire of solutions in response to problematic situations.
As already written, "Creativity is to combine existing elements with new connections
that are useful" (Poincaré); therefore, reference is made to the criteria again and useful.
Fantasy, on the other hand, does not necessarily produce something visible or "useful",
but seems to refer mainly to the world of the non-tangible and the non-visible.
Despite this, fantasy would take on a reality value when some planned and created
events acquire their first "form" in someone's fantasy.
Human imagination is therefore a preliminary tool to the tangible construction process
of reality and the environment.
There is therefore an ongoing link between fantasy and creativity.
Fantasy must not be considered as all that is unreal and discordant with respect to the
reality of things, but must instead be considered as a capacity that allows you to create
"The European Commission's support for the production of this publication does not
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new combinatory logics about reality, therefore to give rise to formative and learning
experiences based on the reconstruction of known data.
ORIGINALITY
Originality is an ability that allows us to understand and deal with problems by exploring
and developing different possibilities, with the aim of creating something unique and
uncommon. In fact, the original person stands out from the rest and leaves the "comfort
zone", going beyond direct experience and beyond what is known, in order to have new
ideas. Originality, as a subcompetence of creative thinking, uses independent thinking
or constructive imagination.
IMPLEMENTATION
The term implementation indicates the realization, achievement, execution or practice
of a model, plan, method or idea, with the aim of achieving a certain goal.
The study of creative thinking is often associated
with implementation, because when it comes to
creativity it is also necessary to pay attention to
the execution of the idea itself.
The implementation process allows to further
contribute to what has been done in advance,
"extending" new elements and producing
improvements. This sentence implies that this
action requires some preliminary thoughts and
actions, in order for something to really happen.
To implement an idea, a method or an action,
one must first define a specific problem, understand and be aware of the given task,
analyse the problem, identify the source of the problem and what is missing in the
project, find a new method to apply, define clear, quantifiable and measurable
objectives in order to evaluate the results and judge the success or failure of an
implemented system, plan a job and develop a plan to verify the state of
implementation and finally test an idea by adapting it to the framework of reference.
RISK APPETITE
Some traits present in the person are elements that favour creativity. Among the
multiple elements identified there is also the propensity to risk, which can help to get
rid of preconceptions and facilitate the search for novelties.
The creative act begins with the breakdown of existing mental patterns and the one who
leans towards risk, often opposes too rigid constraints, putting (precisely) at risk the
"stability" of what is certain.
Risk appetite is a skill that can create value in work contexts: this skill helps predict
potential problems or threats and plan the strategy that can solve complex situations.
Risk appetite is part of the daily decision-making process and is an integral part of the
formulation and execution of the strategy.
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Indeed, effective risk appetite leads to improved decision making to balance risk and
reward as a fundamental driving force for solving problems.
Furthermore, whoever has this ability is often a person who takes responsibility.
ABILITY TO CREATE CONNECTIONS OF IDEAS
To create something creative, innovative and original, it is often necessary to associate
ideas from different people or combine experiences, knowledge, with something new.
In fact, according to Mednik, a new (creative) idea or its reworking would be constituted
by the set of associations registered in the brain, such as the memory of impressions,
the stimulations and the information learned, linked together. Therefore, to solve a
problem and to create innovative and original combinations, it is necessary to select the
most important information, to connect the information, even the apparently
irreconcilable information, and finally to relate the information acquired with that
already learned.
Through the connection between past experiences and new information, a linking
process between ideas could take place that would lead to a creative solution.
The ability to create connections between ideas often implies also the skills of
mediation. Indeed, it would not be possible to connect 2-person ideas without taking
into account what everyone has said.
Finally, the ability to create connections of ideas implies a good self-awareness and the
ability to make decisions in a constructive way, evaluating the possible options, weighing
and assuming the consequences and responsibility of the choices made.
ABILITY TO BREAK THE PATTERNS
The ability to break the patterns is one of the peculiarities of "creative thinking".
DeBono described this ability as the ability to solve problems with unorthodox and
apparently illogical methods.
This ability allows you to question established methods, routines and rules even when
they seem functional or reassuring because they are consolidated and therefore certain.
Mental activities are normally regulated by thought patterns and reference systems that
determine predefined thought paths and use cause-effect strategies based on logic and
judgment (linear thinking). On the other hand, when different categories and areas are
mixed together, you work mentally on different levels, you move away from the rules,
you can produce unpredictable, creative solutions, typical, precisely, of creative
thinking, which is a form of thought that analyses the facts not reading them through
predetermined hypotheses.
Breaking the patterns does not have the only purpose of producing something new and
original, but to overcome the rigid functioning of the systems, modify concepts and
perceptions, favour the change of point of view and develop other strategies.
"The European Commission's support for the production of this publication does not
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Getting out of the box, as you can imagine, involves multiple difficulties and resistances.
It is possible, however, to do so by capturing the stimuli of the environment, changing
points of view, experimenting and trying new situations, identifying solutions through
intuition, outside the domain of knowledge and traditional-linear logic.

Team working could be defined as the process of working collaboratively with a group
of people in order to achieve a work-related goal. It may be a formal team such as a
work unit or section or an informal team such as a multidisciplinary group working
together on a temporary project, belonging to the same company or not. It may include
people at various occupational levels and groups. The most important point is that this
competency refers to situations where one is an equal team member or peer, not having
greater authority or responsibility than the other members in the group.
EMPATHY
Empathic people have a natural predisposition for some of the most demanding
competencies in job offers: teamwork, leadership skills, negotiation skills and customer
service.
Empathy is the ability to identify with someone and share their feelings. as any other
innate capacity happens, some develop it more and others not so much, and it is always
possible to enhance it.
Some tips to develop empathy:
•
•

•
•

Take time to get to know the people you work with: start or follow
conversations in common meeting places.
Keep up to date with what happens in the life of your colleagues: Knowing a
little about the personal life of your colleagues (marriages, children, divorces)
allows you to know a little more about each other and know how to react to the
work events that are going presenting.
Put yourself in the place of your partner: Many misunderstandings at work
happen by not empathizing with colleagues causing unpleasant situations with
bad responses, tones of voice, etc.
Do yourself a favour that might make someone else's job easier: This way you
can tie and probably return it to you in the future.

ACTIVE LISTENING
Listening is one of the most important skills you must have. How well you listen will have
a major impact on the quality of your relationships with others and your job
effectiveness, and on. For instance:
•
•
•
•

We listen to obtain information.
We listen to understand.
We listen for enjoyment.
We listen to learn.
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Would you think we´b be good on listening? Actually, as described by Edgar Dale's Cone
of Experience, research suggests that we only remember between 25 percent and 50
percent of what we hear, . That means that when you talk to your colleagues, customers
or boss, they pay attention to less than half of the conversation.
It´s more, when you are receiving instructions or being presented with information, you
are also not hearing the full message. You Expect the important parts to be captured at
25-50 percent, but what if they aren't?
Clearly, we can all benefit if we improve our listening skills. It helps improving your
productivity, and your influence, persuasion and negotiation skills. What's more, you'll
avoid conflict and misunderstandings. All of these are necessary for workplace success!
Rogers and Farson defined three ways to actively listen:
Find the real meaning of what you hear. Try to understand both the words and the
emotions behind it.
Respond to feelings, not text. Often the real message is the emotion and not the words
that make up the message. In these cases, forget about the text and respond to the
emotion.
Do more than just listen. Much of communication is non-verbal, so be vigilant.
Here are some of the active listening techniques the FBI teaches its special agents:
•

Do not judge. Perhaps the most difficult is the most necessary: listening
without judging the other person or drawing conclusions. The moment you
think or act like a judge, you lose your usefulness as a listener.
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•

Don't give advice. The tips are always based on a context that does not have
to be ours. If you still think you have an absolutely great idea, the most
advisable thing is to ask your interlocutor for permission: "Would you like to
hear my opinions about it?"
•
Interrupts only when essential. When someone interrupts, they are sending
the following messages:
o What I have to say is more important than yours.
o This is not a conversation; it is a discussion and I want to win it.
o I don't feel like hearing the details of your opinion.
•
Reference the details you remember. We are generally bad at remembering
details from previous conversations. However, if you remember one and are
able to mention it during the conversation, no matter how small, you will
achieve a very interesting effect.
•
Redirect the conversation when necessary. It is often inevitable that
conversations will go elsewhere. When a question leads in a direction that
has nothing to do with what your interlocutor wanted to tell you, it is your
responsibility as an active listener to redirect the conversation back to its
origin.
•
Repeat what you just heard. A very simple way to show that you are listening
and thus make the other person more motivated to keep talking is to repeat
from time to time what they have said, regardless of whether you agree or
disagree.
•
Reflects your feelings to open emotionally. Don't just limit yourself to
literally repeating what you just heard: you should try to interpret it in terms
of the emotions the other person may be feeling. The way to do it is simple.
It is about adding an emotion to what they just told you: "So you feel sad /
happy / angry / etc when such a thing happened?"
•
Ask for more information with the appropriate questions. Asking questions
from time to time is another way to show that you are attentive and that you
have
•
Ask about the consequences of what he just told you. This is the most
powerful technique of all to get people to solve their problems on their own.
And at the same time the simplest, you just have to ask what he thinks would
happen if what he just said happened.
•
Help him clarify his thoughts and feelings. When your interlocutor pauses,
you can take the opportunity to try to clarify their thoughts with open-ended
questions about their emotions ("What exactly are you concerned about in
your current situation at work"?) Instead of asking closed-ended questions.
•
Use positive reinforcements and open body language. Reflecting body
posture and facial expressions serves to generate more empathy in
emotional situations, as long as it is done with discretion. In fact, if you are
really listening, chances are you are doing it unconsciously.
•
Respect the silences. Logically one of the keys to active listening is listening,
but you must also feel comfortable with silences. Silences give people time
to think and find the most accurate words, so don't deny them that right.
•
Avoid typical mistakes. It is also advisable that you avoid certain mistakes
that can pose an obstacle to communication and an emotional disconnection
"The European Commission's support for the production of this publication does not
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•

with your interlocutor: Minimize transcendence, Maintain a condescending
and compassionate attitude, Finish sentences for the other person, etc.
Finally, summarize the conclusions of the conversation. A good way to make
everything spoken official, relax the situation and create a greater
commitment is to summarize the conversation including the elements and
emotions that your interlocutor considered more important.

LEADERSHIP
Leadership can be considered as an ability that an individual has; some people are born
leaders while others must work extremely hard to gain some of these traits and skills.
Leadership is something very hard to define, however, it is sometimes described as the
ability to motivate others to improve as well as having the ability to adapt to every
situation and adjusting.
Initiative is described as those who initiate something and is usually used in business
terms to describe someone who is capable of deciding what do to, when to do it,
completely independently. It is strongly believed that you cannot be a leader if you do
not have initiative.
Leadership and initiative are extremely important and are applied throughout a
business. Leadership is usually conducted by the ‘leader’ of the business and it helps
others find a way or find a motive to carry on working hard. However, anyone in the
business can demonstrate leadership traits. Acts such as helping others or even just
motivating a co-worker to get work done quicker are in their own way a leadership act.
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Some tips to grown in leadership:
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

Guide by example. Leaders need to act, not just talk. If you want your employees
to have different attitudes and commitments, be the first to show that you have
them and practice them.
A little humility will take you far. There is a big difference between being a leader
and a boss. Although both are in charge, but a leader shares the spotlight and is
comfortable giving credit to the others as well. Great leaders make sure they are
heard and understood, but they also know that listening is important.
Know your limits. Even the kindest and most attentive leader has his limits.
Establish them and attack them. If others know what you are not going to tolerate,
there will be less frustration, that will avoid confusion.
Find a mentor. The best leaders know when they need help and know where to go
to get it. No one knows everything, so find someone you trust to advise you when
things get tough.
Be emotionally aware. Although many people advise you separate emotions from
business, negotiations are relationships with people. To make them last, you need
to be emotionally intelligent to be sensitive to different points of view.
Avoid common leadership mistakes. Everyone is wrong, but some mistakes can be
avoided. In order not to repeat them, you must be aware of them without
obsessing.
Learn from the past. History is full of successful examples of business models but
also examples of failures. Think about the people you admire and find out what
went wrong for those who ended their careers with some scandal.
Never stop improving. Great leaders are constantly learning. There will always be
something you can work on or a new skill to master. Make sure you have your mind
open to new ideas and possibilities.

RESPECT
Respect is one of the bases on which ethics and morals are based in any field and at any
time.
Respect demands a kind and courteous treatment; Respect is the essence of human
relationships, of life in community, of teamwork, of any interpersonal relationship.
Respect is guarantee of transparency.
Respect creates an atmosphere of security and cordiality; It allows the acceptance of
the limitations of others and the recognition of the virtues of others. Avoid offenses and
ironies; it does not let violence become the means to impose criteria. Respect knows
the autonomy of each human being and accepts the right to be different.
Respect enhances trust, and the latter is a guarantee of transparency and good
communication. Fundamental aspects to work at ease and to grow as a person, as a
company / organization and as a society in general.
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Respect is about not discriminating, offending, much less humiliating people for their
way of acting, living, deciding, etc., but it does not mean you should agree with
everything the other person says; you just have to understand that their opinions are as
valid as yours.
One of the most important premises about respect is that to be respected it is necessary
to learn to respect. The learning path begins with self-respect and from there all its fruits
start, which are reflected in each social bond. Therefore, it is also inadmissible to
demand respect from peers, superiors or subordinates, when an opposite message is
shown in acts
COMMITMENT
"Commitment" can be understood as "Understanding the aims of the organization as
your own. Support and implement decisions fully committed to the achievement of
common objectives. Prevent and overcome obstacles that interfere with the
achievement of business objectives. Control the implementation of the agreed actions.
Fulfil their commitments, both personal and professional"
Many organizations confuse the meaning of "Feeling the objectives of the organization
as their own". Many companies consider that the commitment is equally proportional
to the hours of daily stay in the position, while others consider that it is equal to "always
saying yes to everything", without taking into account that the offered approaches and
decisions may not be correct.
Under our consideration "Feeling the objectives of the organization as their own"
consists in understanding, respecting, assuming, defending and fighting for the
objectives of the company.
Some keys to promote commitment within work teams:
•
•
•
•
•

•

Work so that each person wants to continue belonging to the company, still
wanting to dedicate their time and effort to it. We need to feel essential,
participants, that we add value, that we import, etc.
That each team member is very clear about what they are going to do, when,
how, for when, for what, and that they know who to count on at all times,
interacting.
Know the motivation of each team member and the possible needs and rewards
that can be used to carry out a task, to make it more pleasant and to lead them
to the results we want.
"Knowing the team" is essential to be able to accompany you to the best results.
To line up. We cannot forget that each person must have clear limits, rules of
the game, essential values and the way the company or team works for the
project, so that they feel comfortable with them. The more aligned we are with
the mission and vision of the company; the commitment also increases.
Promote accountability. Commitment is associated with responsibility insofar as
we are all one in teamwork. If one fails, we all fail. If one does not comply, the
chain breaks and we all lose.
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•

Test efforts, progress, and celebrate. At work, we need to know that we are
making progress, that there is less left, that there is little left, that we have
managed to finish it, that it has been a success ... And when the final result is not
what we expected or the final client does not choose us, supporting the team,
learning, and continuing.

DECISION MAKING
Economic models used to assume that all people in society were rational actors when it
came to making choices, coolly making the best decisions for themselves. We now
better understand that people are irrational and tend to make short-term decisions
even at the expense of their long-term well-being.
Decision-makers can be effected Emotions such as fear and ego and this affects how
companies behave. Organizations might like to believe their strategies are based on data
such as market insights, but humans are behind these strategies and emotion is always
a factor.
The key perhaps is to understand how our emotions tend to influence our decisionmaking and that’s something organizations can also benefit from.
Empathy is the most useful emotion that an organization can possess. Some of the
biggest brand mistakes have occurred because the organization showed an astonishing
lack of empathy for their audience.
In today’s high-scrutiny environment, brands are increasingly being punished for lapses
of empathy. But empathy for customers also helps businesses understand how to serve
them better. Emotion has a place in organizational decision-making: the key is to
understand exactly what that role is.
Decision-making ability should be improved by
investing more time and energy. Nowadays, the
changes happened in the business industry are
unpredictable, so you people would keep on
improving your decision-making skills for handling
it. You should enhance your skills mentally for
taking the sound decisions at the right time. If you
have delayed conveying your decisions and
choices at the exact time, it will not help you to
achieve your target.
The term decision making is one of the necessary
skills that can be enhanced by regular practice.
Making good decisions can make the company to
meet the increasing rate of sales and profit rate.
Most of the organizations and their employees are
suffered due to a lot of stress because of certain
wrong decisions.
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Follow the steps:
1. Evaluate the problems thoroughly: The main intention of decision-making skills is
to solve the problems effectively. Before going to decide, the leaders and managers
have to identify the hassles thoroughly. Proper solutions can find out by asking the
right questions. Incorrect identification will end up in the wrong decision as well as
the range of problems has been increased. At first, you need to begin your work by
analysing the fears, goals, interest, and objectives. Once the problems have been
addressed and identified, then decision-makers can be started to think in a different
way.
2. Find Out the Right Solution: As a decision-maker, you people should consider the
problems faced by the investors and stakeholders. Your decision should be
beneficial to all the people who are all related to your business. While solving the
problem, you need to gather more and more information for finding out the
relevant information. Consider the multiple alternatives for choosing the apt
solution.
3. Determine Alternative Solutions: Not a single answer will help you to solve your
problems in a good way. After the completion of the analysing process, you must
find out the different way. The final decisions should be appreciable by all the
people including the investors and stakeholders. Find out the wide varieties of
alternative solutions for solving your issues effectively.
4. Pick Out the Right Solution and Proceed Carefully: You must pick out the best
solution, which is exactly suitable for your business problems. Make the best
possible decision for enhancing your business growth and productivity rate. Before
going to take the decision, you should analyse whether it is apt for your business
hassles. Choosing sound decision-making can resolve issues in a good way.
5. Take A Test Towards Your Decision: Before going to execute your decision, you
must execute it by yourself. Analyse, whether the outcome of your decision is good
for you and your organization. If you can find any of the mistakes, you have an
opportunity to rectify it.
WORKING WITH OTHERS
To effectively interact, cooperate, collaborate and manage conflicts with people so as
to finish tasks and achieve shared goals is a capability named as Working with Others.
Working with others includes working with one other person, or working in small or
large groups of people.
•

•

Working with others: Effectively working with others in the workplace involves
understanding and working within the group’s culture, rules and values; joint
planning and decision-making; negotiating and compromising; Respecting
opinions of others and expressing one’s opinions, including people of differing
backgrounds; and being flexible in terms of roles including knowing when to take
a leadership role and knowing when to seek a team approach."
Competencies of Working with Others Influencing Others
o to achieve desired outcomes by directing, coaching, and delegating as the
situation requires; Motivate others
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o
o
o
o

•

•

•

Recognize the importance of building professional relationships
Develop networks of contacts and colleagues
Establish rapport with key players
by delegating power and responsibility and hold them accountable;
Empower others
o Gain cooperation and commitment from others
Competencies of Working with Others Looking out for Others
o Recognize the needs and abilities of others, particularly subordinates
o Ensure fair and equitable treatment
o Provide opportunities for professional development
o Recognize and reward performance
o Support and assist others in professional and personal situations
To Build the Right Teamwork Environment:
o Have a common purpose and goal.
o Trust each other.
o Clarify their roles from the start.
o Communicate openly and effectively.
o Appreciate a diversity of ideas.
o Balance the team focus.
o Leverage any heritage relationships.
To take note of these elements of healthy collaboration, If you are working
with others on a project:
o Establish clear definitions and agreements on the roles of partners in the
collaborative process.
o Keep communication open within teams, never withholding information
necessary to carry out tasks.
o Reach consensus about goals and methods for completing projects or
tasks. Move forward after all members are in agreement.
o Offer recognition of, and respect for, the contributions of all
collaborators. It’s important to offer credit where credit is due.
o Carefully identify obstacles and address problems cooperatively as they
occur. Teamwork is essential at all times.
o Take a higher place of group goals above personal satisfaction and/or
recognition, especially if you are the leader. It’s crucial to place the
specified project results at the forefront. Collaboration isn’t about
individual goals.
o Be willing to apologize for missteps and forgive others for mistakes.
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ASSERTIVENESS
Assertiveness is a skill regularly referred to in social and communication skills training.
Being assertive means being able to stand up for your own or other people’s rights in a
calm and positive way, without being either aggressive, or passively accepting ‘wrong’.
Assertive individuals are able to get their point across without upsetting others or
becoming upset themselves. Although everyone acts in passive and aggressive ways
from time to time, such ways of responding often result from a lack of self-confidence
and are, therefore, inappropriate ways of interacting with others.

An assertiveness concern is an important personal and interpersonal skill and being able
to express feelings, wishes, wants and desires appropriately.
Assertiveness can help you to express yourself in a clear, open and reasonable way,
without undermining your own or others’ rights, in all your interactions with other
people, (whether at home or at work, with employers, customers or colleagues).
Assertiveness enables individuals to act in their own best interests, to elucidate
themselves without undue anxiety, to precise honest feelings comfortably and to
precise personal rights without denying the rights of others.
Assertive behaviour includes:
•

When you are expressing wishes, thoughts and feelings being open and
encouraging others to do likewise.
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•
•
•
•
•
•

To make empathy, when you are listening the others and responding
appropriately, whether in agreement with those views or not.
Accepting responsibilities and being able to delegate to others.
Try to tell your appreciation of others for what they have done or are doing.
Accept your to mistakes and apologise.
Maintaining self-control.
Behaving as an equal to others.

Assertiveness is based on balance. It requires being forthright about your wants and
needs, while still considering the rights, needs and wants of others. Try to be selfassured and draw power from this to get your point across firmly, fairly and with
empathy.
Aggressive behaviour is based on winning. If you act aggressive, you will do what is in
your own best interest without regard for the rights, needs, feelings, or desires of other
people. It is the power you use is selfish. You may come across as pushy or even bullying.
You take what you want, often without asking.
If a boss is placing a pile of work on your desk the afternoon before you go on vacation,
and demands that it gets done straight away, means that he is behaving aggressive. The
work needs to be done but, by dumping it on you at an inappropriate time, he or she
disregards your needs and feelings.
If you inform your boss that the work will be done but only after you return from
vacation, you hit the sweet spot between passivity (not being assertive enough) and
aggression (being hostile, angry or rude). You assert your own rights while recognizing
your boss's need to get the job done.
One Assertiveness can help you to become more self-confident, as you gain a better
understanding of who you are and the value that you offer. Assertiveness provides
several many benefits that can help you in your workplace and in other areas of your
life. In general, assertive people:
• Make great managers. They get things done by treating people with fairness and
respect and are treated by others the same way in return. This means that they
are often well-liked and seen as leaders that people want to work with.
• Negotiate successful "win-win" solutions. They are ready to recognize the worth
of their opponent's position and may quickly find footing with him.
• Are better doers and problem solvers. They feel empowered to do whatever it
takes to find the best solution to the problems that they encounter.
• Are less anxious and stressed. They are self-assured and don't feel threatened
or victimized when things don't go as planned or as expected.
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Tips-How to Become More Assertive:
It's not always easy to become more assertive, but it is possible. So, if your disposition
or workplace tends to be more passive or aggressive than assertive, then it's a good idea
to work on the following areas to help you to get the balance right:
Value yourself and your rights: To be more assertive, you would like to realize an honest
understanding of yourself , also as a robust belief in your inherent value and your value
to your organization and team.
This self-belief is the basis of self-confidence and assertive behaviour. It will help you
to recognize that you deserve to be treated with dignity and respect, give you the
confidence to stick up for your rights and protect your boundaries , and to remain true
to yourself, your wants and your needs.
While self-confidence is an important aspect of assertiveness, it's crucial that you make
sure that it doesn't develop into a sense of self-importance. Your rights, thoughts,
feelings, needs, and desires are just as important as everyone else's, but not more
important than anyone else's.
Voice your needs and wants confidently. If you're going to perform to your full potential
then you need to make sure that your priorities – your needs and wants – are met. Don't
wait for someone else to recognize what you need. You might wait forever! Take the
initiative and begin to spot the items that you simply want now. Then, set goals so that
you can achieve them. Once you've done this, you'll tell your boss or your colleague
exactly what it's that you simply need from them to assist you to realize these goals in a
clear and confident way. And don't forget to stick to your guns. Even if what you would
like isn't possible immediately , ask (politely) whether you'll revisit your request in six
months’ time. Find ways to make requests that avoid sacrificing others' needs.
Remember, you want people to help you, and asking for things in an overly aggressive
or pushy way is likely to put them off doing this and may even damage your relationship.
Acknowledge that you can't control other people's behaviour. Don't make the error of
accepting responsibility for a way people react to your assertiveness. If they, for instance
, act angry or resentful toward you, attempt to avoid reacting to them within the same
way.
Remember that you can only control yourself and your own behaviour, so do your best
to stay calm and measured if things get tense. As long as you are being respectful and
not violating someone else's needs, then you have the right to say or do what you want.
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Problem solving is a quite effective skill at all levels, both personally and professionally.
Through a correct understanding of problem solving, the efforts and outputs required
to solve a problem diminish considerably, and there are more chances of coming up with
a solution that is beneficial for real.
Problem Solving is normally carried out through a series of steps that ensure all aspects
of the problem and the solution are being taken into account. In the following points,
these steps are further analysed.
NEEDS IDENTIFICATION
Need identification is a process where sales representative talks to his customer in the
form of a question and answer session to identify the needs or “gap” between where
the client is today and where he or she would like to be in the future. Based on that gap,
needs are often clarified to work out if
the answer will fill all or a part of the
general gap.
Several methods may be used to identify
our customers’ needs, such as selfreport questionnaires, observation,
individual interviews, diary records, etc.
Q&A interviews are one of the most
important methods used.
We can classify the series of questions
used for needs identification process
into five different categories:
•

•

•
•

Situational questions. Aims to
obtain
factual
information
regarding the buyer’s current situation. The information extracted from this
question reveals the potential ideas of how the salesperson’s products could
accommodate the customer’s present needs.
Problem discovery questions. This kind of questions consists of being able to
show the customer that their current problems could possibly be resolved by the
salesperson’s product or services. The answers received to these questions help
the salesperson to generate ideas of how to persuade the customer.
Problem impact questions. The idea behind these questions is for the customer
to become aware of the underlying consequences (cost and time) that could
occur if such problems are not solved.
Solution value questions. It involves highlighting the buyer’s problems and
showing the potential value of a solution. The salesperson’s aim is to inform his
or her customer about what he could gain if find a solution to the problem.
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•

Confirmatory questions. What usually happens during these questions is
establishing that the buyer is interested in the salesperson’s products/services
and would like to hear more about them.

DATA GATHERING AND ANALYSIS
Essentially, collecting data consists of searching for or gathering and synthesizing
information from a wide variety of sites and sources in an objective and impartial
manner to reach a conclusion, goal or judgment, and to enable strategic and leadership
decision making.
If you are making observations, for example, you will need to define what you are
observing and make adjustments to make observations at the appropriate times, so that
you actually observe what you need at that time. You will need to record the
observations appropriately and organize them so that they are very useful.
Recording and organizing data can take different forms, depending on the type of
information being collected. The way you collect your data should be linked to the way
you plan to analyse and use it.
Analysing information involves examining it in a way that shows the relationships,
patterns, trends, etc. that can be found within it. This can mean subjecting you to
statistical operations that can tell you not only what kinds of relationships seem to exist
between the variables, but also at what level you can rely on the answers you are
getting. It may involve comparing your information with that of other groups (a control
or comparison group, state-level figures, etc.), to help draw some conclusions from the
data. The aim, in terms of your assessment, is to get an accurate assessment to better
understand your work and its effects on the people you care about, or to better
understand the overall situation.
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Why should you collect and analyse data?
•
•
•

•
•

The data can show whether there has been any significant change in the
dependent variable(s) over which you want to influence. Data collection and
analysis helps you to see if your performance has had the expected results.
It may uncover factors that may be associated with changes in the dependent
variable(s). Data analysis can help uncover unexpected factors; for example,
overexertion.
It may show connections between various factors that may have an effect on the
results of your evaluation. Some types of statistical procedures look for
connections ("correlations" is the research term) between variables.
It can help clarify the reasons why your work was effective or, perhaps, less
effective than you expected. By combining quantitative and qualitative analysis,
you can often determine not only what worked or did not work, but why.
It can give you credible evidence about the results you hope to achieve.

PRIORITIZATION
“First things first”. One of the most important activities in diagnostic and problem
solving is prioritization. Prioritization is the ability to assign priorities in order to achieve
objectives and find the right solution to solve different problems.
In other words, to evaluate a group of elements or tasks to carry them out in a timely
manner, establishing a series of priorities taking into account their importance and order
of each one of the options or tasks.
What is the prioritization matrix?
The prioritization matrix is a table in which a series of criteria are related in order to
define the most important tasks. Elaborating a prioritization matrix will allow us:
•
•
•
•

Assess and identify the evaluation criteria for each task, allowing us to organize
tasks according to their priority.
Clarify situations and problems.
Analyse alternatives and solutions to problems.
Visualize new opportunities to improve certain processes.

Once we have decided to elaborate the prioritization matrix, we will have to follow the
following steps:
1. What is the objective? Sort tasks in order of importance, find problems, facilitate
decision-making...
2. What options do we have to reach our goal? Specify the different alternatives
we can develop.
3. Decision criteria. According to the objective, we must define the criteria that we
must take into account to organize the tasks of the project in the best possible
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way. These criteria can be varied, for example, the time of execution of each
task, the financial resources needed, the impact, the importance...
4. Weighting of the criteria to be used through a value and weighting of the
different options.
5. Which is the best option? Finally, we must select and sort the options/tasks
according to their score in the prioritization matrix.
MEDIATION
Mediation is an alternative method of conflict resolution, the objective of which is to
arrive at an integral solution to a conflict between parties, avoiding the judicial instance.
Mediation consists of the intervention in a conflict of a neutral third party, the mediator,
who will assist in the resolution of the conflict with the objective of finding a neutral
solution for both parties allowing a consensual agreement to be reached that puts an
end to the conflict. The involvement of this third person is the difference with the
negotiation process that tries to reach an agreement only between the parties involved.
The principles of mediation are confidentiality, voluntariness, orality between the
parties and full communication between them, the impartiality of the mediator and thus
the neutrality of the mediator with regard to the matter in question.
Even though each conflict may be very different, the mediation process must be
developed following a series of steps:
1. Preparation. Firstly, the different rules or procedures to be followed in order to
reach the agreement should be established.
2. Understanding the conflict. The moderator must listen to the history and
opinion of both parties in order to understand the problem and in this way be
able to help the search for the optimal solution.
3. Defining points of agreement and dispute. The goal is to start both sides to
understand the other side's point of view in order to start solving the problem.
4. Creating options for agreement. Once both parties understand each other's
opinion, it is time for everyone to start giving ideas to solve those issues where
there is a problem. It is important that all parties express their opinions and
ideas.
5. Developing an agreement. The agreement that should be made between the
parties involved should be SMART (Specific, Measurable, Attainable, Realistic
and Time-bound).
PLANIFICATION
Planning in problem solving is the process by which the different goals and objectives
that must be achieved to solve the problem are established, as well as organizing and
structuring these objectives in the adequate time and space.
Steps in the Planning Process:
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1. Setting the objectives according to which the different policies, procedures and
methods to be developed by the company will be developed, taking into account
the available physical and financial resources.
2. Development of the premises or forecasts about the future that the company
will face. These forecasts will be made taking into account existing plans and any
other previous information on the different policies.
3. List different possible alternatives for achieving the objectives.
4. Evaluation of different alternatives and selection the best option, taking into
account the positive and negative aspects of each of them.
5. Implementation, monitoring and evaluation of the plan.
The correct planning of tasks, or phases to be carried out has a series of advantages:
•

•
•
•
•
•

The planning will provide us with the
direction to follow in the tasks and
processes to be developed to reach the
goal pursued.
Planning reduces the risk of uncertainty
and unexpected situations.
Planning reduces overlap of activities
and waste of resources.
Promotes innovative ideas.
Helps in the decision-making process.
Focuses on achieving the company's
objectives

DISCUSSION
Discussion is the act of different communication and exposition of ideas on the same
subject between two or more people. Group discussions are common in our society and
can have different objectives from planning an intervention or initiative to solving
problems.
In problem-solving, the discussion is important because it allows us to know the ideas
and opinions of others and thus facilitates a better solution to the problem.
Some of the main aspects of a group discussion are:
•
•
•
•
•

All participants have the opportunity to express their own ideas, but also to listen
to the rest of the participants.
Possibility to give feedback on the opinions of others in an honest and respectful
way.
Discussion of the different points of view.
The discussion is not dominated by a single person.
The group is working together to resolve a dispute, solve a problem, create a
plan, make a decision, find principles on which everyone can agree, or reach a
conclusion from which the discussion can continue.
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TEACHING NOTES – ONLINE SCENARIOS
In this section, each of the online scenarios presented in the STRATAGAME game will be
introduced, with a brief explanation of a potential use in the classroom or at home.

SCENARIO: ADAPTABILITY AND FLEXIBILITY
The adaptability and flexibility door contains of 6 rooms (sub competencies): effective
problem solving, ability to work under pressure, adjusting to new situations, ability to
communicate, balancing work with family and adaptability.
This part of the game will allow a better understanding of how flexibility at work allows
better communication with colleagues and supervisors. Makes you open to new ideas
and tasks. It enables easier knowledge acquisition and the application of new solutions.

SCENARIO: COMMUNICATION
The Communication scenario is a combination of 7 rooms in which different aspects
necessary to learn how to communicate in different situation is learnt. In each room
there are simulations of different situation for a workplace. Extra learning materials and
tips are offered, in order to play and learn what does mean an efficient communication.
After each room it is recommended to have an open discussion, non-judgemental,
between learners and teacher, to fully understand the communication mechanism. Each
room is presenting a facet from a large complex that is named communication.

SCENARIO: CREATIVE THINKING
The creative thinking scenario is structured as a house, consisting of 6 rooms (fantasy;
originality; implementation; risk appetite; ability to create connections between ideas;
ability to break the box), in which different aspects are learned to learn how to use
creative thinking adequately. In each room it is possible to find an explanation of the
sub competence combined with the reference theory.
The questions of the game are structured in such a way as to obtain a mix between the
student's self-perception and the actual level of competence, shown by the correctness
of the answers.
In the end, the student will get feedback with the level of skill acquired and tailored
advice, based on the score obtained.
When using this scenario, it is recommended to start a discussion with the student to
make sure they understand, to know his impressions and his mood caused by the
feedback.

SCENARIO: TEAMWORK
Teamwork building has been developed as a story where the player is facing a realistic
working situation that he will need to solve. The player enters the TEAMWORK building
as employee of a fictional company called STRATAMARK. As the player enters in the first
room, he will see two people, one crying, and the other one working as if nothing
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happened. What should he do? Talk to the crying worker, try to help him? Or just remind
indifferent and go to his own tasks? This first room is about empathy and will show that
as people try to help others, they get awarded for their efforts. Also, the player will
better his position in the company while working on the different teamwork
competences, will learn to support, trust, delegate, reward and acknowledge efforts,
among others.
You can use this scenario either in a classroom or ask your student to pass this building
individually at home. Each time a participant shows low performance, he will have to go
again through the room until he achieves sufficient level. Also, it can be good to ask your
student to feedback on their performance, to know how many time they had to go
through the room, if they understand the situation proposed, if they ever had consider
it before, and what was their first feeling about it. As teamwork relies on social and
emotional intelligence, understanding and analyse of others’ feelings and behaviours
definitively help a student to adapt his own behaviour. Also, this building should be a
basis for further dialogue in the classroom on how to adapt oneself to a working
environment and teams’ expectations.

SCENARIO: PROBLEM SOLVING
The Problem Solving scenario is a combination of 6 rooms in which different aspects
necessary to learn how to solve problems effectively are learnt. Some of these rooms
include information of relevant steps necessary to follow in order to make sure the
solution that is chosen is the most appropriate for the project.
When using this scenario, either at class or at home, it is recommended to not go
through all the rooms in a row. Instead, make a stop at the end of each room and make
sure the learner has properly understood the theory behind the scenario. It would also
be positive for learners to discuss the room after they have worked with it, and how the
topic included in it can be related to problem solving.
Another interesting aspect that can be discussed after going through the Problem
Solving scenario is how the rooms are presented. Learners can discuss if they think the
sub-competences follow a logic order in the scenario, and the steps they think would be
necessary to effectively carry out problem solving.
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BEST PRACTICES AND TRAINING METHODS
Through the following pages, a set of examples of activities related to the competence,
and training methods have been gathered, as a way to encourage the leaning of said
competences in the classroom, and to help in the research of methods to train them
with students.

BEST PRACTICE: FOLLOW THE STEPS
Adaptability is important because as new technology develops, old-fashioned firms may
find it difficult to compete with major players in their industry. Employers are looking
for employees who can show high adaptability and become company leaders. These
skills are in demand and will help you find employment.
Are you flexible and want to learn? Do you accept changes in work positively? Are you
able to handle different workflows and try new things? If so, you are adaptable, one of
the most sought-after leadership skills.
Being able to adapt in the workplace means being able to change to be successful.
Adaptability is a soft skill that employers look for when hiring candidates. Employees in
a managerial role often have to deal with unusual circumstances where there are no
clear instructions. They must learn to rely on their own judgment and be confident that
they will make difficult decisions.
If you are a fast learner it is because you know how to adapt. You can further develop
your adaptability by trying new things and questioning your ability to solve problems in
different circumstances.
BEST PRACTICE: TIPS FOR ADAPTABILITY/FLEXIBILITY ACTIVITIES
Flexibility means capacity to adjust to short-term change quickly and calmly, so that you
can deal with unexpected problems or tasks effectively. There are a few examples of
how you might demonstrate it:
➢ Offer to help out another team member if you notice that he or she is
overloaded.
➢ Volunteer to cover a colleague's work while he is on leave.
➢ Consider allowing people to work from home to help them achieve a better
work/life balance.
➢ When you come across a problem, offer up a variety of solutions that might fix
it.
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BEST PRACTICE: FOLLOW THE STEPS
Communication is the transmission of a coded message from the transmitter through
a communication channel to a receiver that decodes the message and gives a response
in its encrypted order, so the transmitter becomes a receiver. For a good communication
process, be sure that you contain all elements:
-

Sender: the person who is passing the information to others
Ideas: the subject of communication, could be about a feeling, an attitude, an
order, a point of view.
Encoding process: use of words, pictures or actions to encode the message
Chanel of communication: formal or informal ways, like talking, sending an
email, sending a letter, organizing and event, so on.
The receiver of the message is the one who is trying to understand the message.
Decoding the message by converting the sounds, text, images or symbols for its
complete understanding.
Communication feedback for ensuring that the message was understood in the
same sense and it was sent.

BEST PRACTICE: TIPS FOR COMMUNICATION ACTIVITIES

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Some useful tips that could be used by teachers in teaching about
communication:
Encourage students to be open and patience and emphasize that it is important
to always wait for the interlocutor's response.
Encourage students to explore their inner state and observe how efficient is their
communication accordingly.
Find a common ground with the students and start developing examples from
there. It is very easy for us to talk when we have had similar experiences with
those we communicate with.
Do not criticize, make constructive observations. We cannot communicate
effectively when we feel we are frequently criticized for no reason.
Encourage verbal and non-verbal communication. Communication is much more
efficient when gesture and posture of the body is coordinated with verbal
communication.
Encourage students to ask questions between each other and giving help to their
colleagues without any restraint.
Give useful information about communication through colour or clothing, and
the importance in a business meeting.
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Creative thinking is a form of thinking that allows you to develop ideas or solutions that
meet the requirements posed by the problem, which are new and original, effective,
useful, appreciable and which open the possibility to new ideas, problems or
opportunities.
BEST PRACTICE: FOLLOW THE STEPS
To develop creative thinking skill, it can be useful to practice at first with simple tasks
like these:
Look around and look at things like it's the first time;
In carrying out a task, think about what would be the solution that conventionally should
be used. After that, find other possible solutions and evaluate if the other solutions
identified are original and if they are as functional as the conventional ones.
When you feel ready for complex tasks, as set out in Wallas' theory, follow these steps
for generating creative ideas:
• preparation: select the information of a problem, analyse it, find the heart of the
matter and explore the possible solutions
• incubation: elaborate the available material, give it a new order, a new purpose.
• enlightenment or insight: relax! The intuition occurs suddenly, after processing
all the data. Often the idea comes when you don't think about it and you are
relaxed.
• check: test the idea, check it, so that you can implement it.
BEST PRACTICE: TIPS FOR CREATIVE THINKING ACTIVITIES IN CLASSROOM
“If you run an education system based on standardization and conformity that
suppresses individuality, imagination and creativity, don’t be surprised if that’s
what it does” (Robinson, 2015)
Below you will find some useful tips that could be used by teachers in teaching about
creative thinking:
• Encourages creative elaborations, personal and authentic productions to express
sensations and emotions;
• Stimulate your students to introduce new linguistic and stylistic elements into
their creative productions.
Offer workshops for active and creative teaching: You can start by proposing narrative
texts to the class, in order to invite students to use the imagination; for example,
through specific games, accustoms pupils to imagine alternative scenarios or situations
that could have occurred, but have not happened; or stimulate students not to get stuck
at the first and most obvious answers about the function of an object (a laboratory can
be built around all the possible uses that can be made of an object). In this way, students
are stimulated to enrich the perspective around a simple object. This type of approach
serves precisely to invite students not to stop at the first performances that come to
mind, but to go further and to examine further possibilities.
Playing using and enhancing imaginative thinking allows pupils to get used to putting
forward alternative hypotheses on what is superficially conceived as a fact.
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Encourage and set up brainstorming sessions for generating new ideas; in addition to
stimulating creative thinking, this activity prepares the class for cooperative work and
also helps improve student-student and teacher-student relationships.

BEST PRACTICE: IMPLEMENT A COLLABORATIVE CHALLENGE
Research shows that the students who worked in teams are significantly more likely to
agree that the course had achieved its stated learning objectives than students who
work only individually.5
Also, a best practice about teamwork skill is actually to implement a teamwork
framework within the educational context. We detail here some steps to implement a
teamwork in the classroom:
-

-

-

-

-

Define a challenge: a team is a group of people working together for the
achievement of a common objective. Also, the first step is the design of this
objective. If you work in technical field, it can be the preparation of product related
to your area of study (piece of furniture for woodwork, recipe for cooking, robot if
you teach mechanics, marketing campaign…) If you can find a real customer for it,
better, it will increase the feeling of responsibility.
Set the rules: size of the groups, time to deliver, number of meetings, etc.
Depending on your students’ profile, you might also decide to give them the
responsibility for the design of their own collaboration framework.
Follow-up: arrange regular review of their advancements, and ask them about their
collaboration: are they happy about the team? do they have problems? what do
they do to solve their problems? Make them share their feeling, and be a mediator
helping for dialogue among the team if needed.
Make them present their results to the rest of the classroom. Here again, ask them
to act as a team, let them choose who will talk, how they will present the work,
invite to interaction.
Finally, include in your evaluation comments not only on the technical aspects of
their achievements, but also about their achievements as a team. Did they
overcome their differences? Were they able to find solution to coordinate their
action? Highlight the positive and negative aspects of their performance and invite
them to give their own impressions for a constructive dialogue.

BEST PRACTICE: TEACHING DECISION-MAKING SKILLS IN THE CLASSROOM
Making good choices isn't easy: psychological research has revealed that variety of
biases often distort how we make decisions and place a stress on faster, more automatic
aspects of our thinking instead of slower, more analytic approaches. These biases are
often addressed, but first deciding itself must be viewed as a skill, one which will be

5

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/3051170_Best_Practices_Involving_Teamwork_in_the_Clas
sroom_Results_From_a_Survey_of_6435_Engineering_Student_Respondents
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learned through a sequence of guided steps very much like driving a car or speaking a
replacement language are often learned.
Schools are alleged to teach children the way to become thoughtful, engaged, and
productive citizens, but the important skill of creating good decisions is never a part of
classroom activities. a gaggle of researchers and teachers is seeking to vary that.
Beginning in 2017, decision scientist Robin Gregory and a number of other colleagues
are collaborating with the Delta administrative district in British Columbia to introduce
decision-making curriculum to the classroom. Applicable in grades 1 through 12, the
curriculum trains teachers (most of whom previously haven't been exposed to the
choice sciences) and teaches students the mindsets that lie behind a questioning and
inquiry-based approach to creating better choices. Basic to the present approach are
ideas of value-focused deciding , asking questions of facts to make sure their accuracy,
and a willingness to construct new alternatives which will provide better solutions to
problems.
BEST PRACTICE: FOLLOW THE STEPS
We detail here some steps to implement a Decision Making in the classroom. Students
are taught there are six key steps to the practice of thoughtful decision making:
1. Framing – What is the problem and how can it be framed as a choice?
2. Objectives – What things can we care that might be suffering from this decision?
3. Alternatives – What alternatives can be considered?
4. Consequences – What are the likely consequences of various courses of action?
5. Preferences – How do we feel about the trade-offs? What do we like best, all things
considered?
6. Adapting – What could trigger us to reconsider, re-assess, or adapt our behaviours?
As a part of the curriculum, students play a game called Guts vs. Heads. It works like this:
•
•
•

•
•

First students consider a choice they will make together, like where to travel on
a excursion at the top of the varsity year.
Students then quickly make a choice using fast thinking (their gut).
Then, the teacher writes this list of alternatives on the board and asks students
to believe what matters to them in terms of this choice (in other words, their
objectives or what they value).
the scholars are asked to believe each alternative and whether it might do an
honest job of achieving their objectives (slow thinking).
Finally, the scholars are encouraged to dialogue and ask one another questions:
o e.1. What it's that alternative that you simply like?
o e.2. Why is it that you simply chose a special alternative than me?
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The learning objectives:
Through this exercise, students learn the worth of analytical deciding also as the way to
listen compassionately to their classmates. One student commented at the top of the
sport that the scholars were talking with one another, instead of at one another . By
exploring how their final choice contrasts with their initial choice, they also study the
importance of multiple objectives in making choices and the way an overemphasis on
only one dimension (the prominence effect) can distort their deciding.
The curriculum also includes lessons on deciding within the context of humanitarian
assistance and the way to beat the decision-making biases introduced by large numbers
(psychic numbing) and feelings of hopelessness (pseudoinefficacy) that always
accompany discussions of what to try to within the face of global climate change ,
immigration, or other important national and global public policy choices. By learning to
form decisions during a way that focuses on values and objectives, the scholars learn to
form better decisions. And by learning to concentrate closely to their peers, they need
the potential to become more tolerant and compassionate citizens.
Teachers and students have provided regeneration to the decision-making curriculum.
The researchers are currently seeking funding to expand the project to other school
districts within the us, Canada, and Europe.

Problem Solving is a training method itself. However, there are some aspects that are
useful to consider when using problem solving in training.
BEST PRACTICE: FOLLOW THE STEPS
First of all, the best practice to follow when working with problem solving is to make use
of steps: problem solving is usually presented a series of steps to follow in order to reach
the best solution to the problem. For example:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Identify the problem
Gather and analyse information
Identify potential solutions
Evaluate feasibility of potential solutions
Choose the potentially best solution
Implement the solution
Evaluate the result after the implementation and, if possible and necessary, make
the corrections needed.

BEST PRACTICE: TIPS FOR PROBLEM-SOLVING ACTIVITIES
Furthermore, there are some tips that can make the use of problem solving easier in the
training environment:
•

Make sure both you and the students ask questions: by asking students to think
on the possibilities that may lay in the road with questions such as “what would
happen if…?”, their analytical mind will be stimulated. Furthermore, this will help
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•

•

•

them ask questions themselves. This will help them identify which are their
issues or doubts regarding the problem.
Promote group working to facilitate critical thinking and impartial decisions. Each
group member will have different opinions, and group work is a good way to help
them see which is the correct one without directly considering their first idea the
best one.
Make sure to understand where students are having troubles expressing their
doubts or difficulties. This can be done by the previous method of promoting
asking questions; if students are not sure of how to elaborate that question, help
them think about it by slowing down the thinking progress until the real doubts
appear.
Do not give students the answer. In problem solving, it is important for students
to reach the answers by themselves. You should be a partner in the road, helping
them go through the barriers by themselves and helping them the minimum and
only if necessary.

CLASSROOM SCENARIOS
In the following section a brief explanation of the classroom scenarios created by the
consortium is provided. These classroom scenarios have been created in order to
provide content that is useful for face-to-face interaction, and they are available in an
independent document.
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SCENARIO WE ARE BUILDING THE HIGHEST TOWER GAME
The following scenario refers to team roles according to Honey, develops teamwork
skills, improves self-assessment ability to engage in teamwork and the results achieved
by it.
SCENARIO TAG TEAM GAME
This scenario will help students adapt to weakness they feel they or a team member
may have by understanding that as a group, they are capable of having more strengths
and positive attributes then they might have working solo. For each person to share with
the group their individual strengths and positive traits that contribute to the general
success of the group.

SCENARIO ELEMENTS OF COMUNICATION
In this scenario, learners will be divided in groups. Each of us has four areas from which
we communicate or avoid communication. In this scenario each member of the group
will have to choose from which area they want to communicate: open area, hidden area,
blind area, unknown area. Using different elements, the students are able to travel
between area. After the exercise it is very important to debate about the elements that
make a communication efficient.
SCENARIO FAVORITE COLOUR
In this scenario, learners will be divided in groups and they will have to communicate
their favourite colour. They have to pay attention in the same time to the message that
want to transmit, and in the same time to the message that other members of the group
are transmitting in the same time. This aspect will highlight how much they are
concerned only with transmitting their own information and how much they are
attentive to what others say, highlighting the level of listening.

SCENARIO LEARNING BY CREATING
The teacher will divide the students into groups of 4 to 8 people. The students' task will
be to create and expose a topic in a creative way, for example with a movie, a photo
album, a billboard. When all the teams are ready to start working, the teacher will
provide the text with the activities to be carried out and with the theory of the chosen
topic. The teacher will be able to provide students with an example of a product to be
made.
After the groups will complete their work, one representative from each group will
present the work to the teacher and class group (or to a school assembly). The most
creative work will be voted on and an award ceremony will be held.
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SCENARIO “LANGUAGE CREATIVITY: BLOG - MAGAZINE ONLINE”
The scenario consists of creating a workshop of some 2-hour meetings in which students
are invited to communicate, express themselves and share information through a blog.
The meetings can be aimed at creating an online educational-playful blog-magazine.
This laboratory will allows to develop creative thinking, as students will not have a track
from teachers in which it is required to write what they have studied in a "convergent"
way, but will have to deepen, develop and organize content by expressing their point of
view, using pleasant language, therefore using divergent, or rather creative thinking. In
fact, students will have to combine existing elements (actuality facts) with new
connections that are useful (their points of view).
They will therefore create an original and useful assembly by associating pre-existing
elements with their own point of view.

THE ROPE SCENARIO
The Rope is a typical scenario used by HR specialists in the frame of teambuilding
activities. This scenario is aimed at pushing people to coordinate better their actions to
reach a common objective: going back to their initial positions. In this scenario, all the
participants are linked via a giant rope. But they have a problem, if there were initially
well positioned in a perfect circle, they are now all mixed, forming a huge nope. And in
addition, they are blind. How can they go back to their initial position? Well, by
collaborating. They will need to communicate, organise themselves, avoid rush to think
before acting, and little by little, find their way back to shape a circle.
DECISION MAKING MODEL SCENARIO
This strategy will help students to consider their own beliefs about their ability to view
situations and events and solve problems, while sharing reasons for making a decision
with others.
The teacher will teach the SWOT Analysis Model to the students, although for using the
model it will be necessary for the students to have a clear idea of the problem, choices
and decisions.
Students who have had no previous involvement in making decisions may find it difficult
to identify the problem in a scenario, so it is important to carry out the online scenario
first.

SCAVENGER HUNT SCENARIO
In this scenario, learners will be divided in groups, and they will have a list of “problems”
they will need to solve in order to complete the Scavenger Hunt. Learners will receive a
piece of a puzzle for each part of the “hunt” they complete, and the winners will be
those who complete the puzzle in first position.
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The aim of this scenario is to work in some of the steps of the problem solving theory. It
is a completely adaptable scenario, as the list of tasks included in the Scavenger Hunt
can be adapted to the needs of the class.
CARD MIX-UP SCENARIO
In this scenario, learners will be divided in groups, and they will have to order two card
decks between them without talking with each other, while the teacher keeps changing
the instructions to make it harder for them. Once they have finished, they will have to
match the different parts they went through in the scenario, with the steps of problem
solving learnt through the theory.
The aim of this scenario is for students to learn how to solve a problem with added,
changing difficulties. Also, it will help them locate how problem solving can be used in
situations that may not seem to be relevant at all in an education background, such as
ordering decks. Students will also learn to see how the different steps in problem solving
happen in real situations.
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